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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Statement of the Problem 
The problem is to develop a set of c r iteria, 
including specific statements of desirable conditions 
and procedures, to be fiseful in evaluating the elementary 
school plant . Such statements should furnish a means 
for the school staff and lay peopl e not only to examine 
and evalua te a school plant but al so to guide plans for 
future constructi on or rehabilitation of existing school 
plants . 
2 .. Justification of the Problem 
School buildings should reflect changes in educa-
tional needs and practices . aa~i dly changing educational 
needs often produce obsolesc enc e in school buildings 
soon after they are built. It should be borne in mind 
cont i nually that the plant is being planned not for 
today a lone , but for the next fifty years . 1/ 
If the improvements are made in school plants , a 
more effective educational environment will be provided 
\lhich should result i n improving the total educational 
process . The purpose of the school plant is to provide 
1/ Ray L. Hamon and others, Guide for Planning School 
Plants, Nat iona l Council on Schoolhouse Construction, 
1949 , p . 174. 
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the physical facilities for the educational program . 
It may determine and restrict the educational program 
of it may be conducive to a better program . It should 
be designed to provide facilities for the school and 
community programs which have been determined as func -
tions of the schools in the community in light of local 
requirements and conditions. 
Moehlman1/indicated the need for evaluation of 
school plants . Of 238,867 school buildings, 211,311 
were located i n rural areas and of these 132, 813 were 
one-room schools. He reported a high correlation 
betv-reen the one-room school, inadequate educational 
programs, poorly trained and paid personnell, and poor 
administrative control. In a survey by The United States 
Office of Education~/ it was reported that in 506 cities 
of 10,000 population and over out of 612 reporting 39.3 
per cent were more than thirty years old. The largest 
number of these were located in the Nev·T England, New 
York, Middle Atlantic , and Great Lak es regions which 
are usually credited with better schools. 
1/ Arthur B. Mo ehlman, . School Administration, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1940, p. 930. 
2/ Alice Barrows, The School Building Situation and 
Needs, United States Office of Education Bulletin, 
1937, No. 35. 
2 
The use of evaluative criteria by teachers to 
diagnose pupil strengths and weaknesses in instructional 
areas has proved worthvvhile and time-saving. Furthermore, 
the Evaluative Criteria developed by the Cooperative 
Study of Secondary School Standards have been used ex ten-
sively throughout the country in evaluating and imrpoving 
seconda r y education. Elicke~made available reports of 
the favorable attitude of teachers and administrators 
who used the Criter ia. 
Objective evidence concerning the changes and 
i mp rovements resulting from self- and visiting-committee 
evalua tions was obtained from a follow-up study by the 
New England School Development Council. The genera l 
conclus ion made from an analysis of . the data was t hat 
wi t hin a year the s i x secondary schools using t he 
Evaluative Criteria made definite changes, a nd ex t ensive 
changes were in process of completion. 2/ 
If school plants are to be consid ered as educ a tional 
t ool s tailored to augment and facilitate the educa tional 
progr am and to encourage the details of a modern 
cur riculwn as related to local needs, a set of criteri a 
1/ Paul E. Elicker, nEvalua ting Secondary Education, n 
The Bullet in of t he National Association of Secondary 
School Princi pals, XXVI (April, 1942), 5-146. 
2/ J ame s F. Bak er a nd G. F . Etzel, "Evaluative Criteria 
Resul t s , " Boston Univ er s ity School of Educ a tion 
3 
based on the thinking of experts in the field should 
prove invaluable in the evaluation of elementary school 
plants . 
4 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEI;f OF LITERATURE 
1. The Site 
School sites can be more vulnerable to obsolescence 
than the school buildings themselves. The danger comes 
from a lack of planning and lack of foresight in estimating 
what the community-site relationship will become in the 
future. Thoughtful planning supplemented by zoning pro-
vides the right locations for schools both in those commu-
nities whose popul a tion is stable and in those which are 
. 1/ grm·n ng .-
A. Location 
Ideally the site for the elementary school should 
be loca ted vv-i thin a neighborhood unit V~Thich has its 
heavy traffi ~ and commerical establishments on its outer 
edges. The location of t he site should discourage through 
traffic rather than attract it. It should be as near a s 
possible to the center of the pupi l population it serves. 
It should b e located and develop ed in proper relationship 
with existing and proposed physical facilities; such a s, 
parks, recreation centers, libraries, and health centers. 
It is desirable that the site enable the school to use 
1/ L.B. Perkins and VJ .D. Cocking , Schools, Reinhold, New 
York City, 1949, p. 23. 
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pu~lic service facilities; as , gas , electricity, sewers, 
v.rater , and fire protectionJ/ 
\f!ard G. Reeder has said the following concerning 
the location of a school site: 
"It should be located in an environment which 
would be v.rholesome for conducting a school. It 
should be free from all moral and physical hazards , 
unsanitary conditions, and other undesirable 
influences. Nearness to such things as railroads , 
most factories , dangerous bodies of water, highv.rays 
with much traffic , noise, and dust , bad odors, 
stone quarries , stockyards, cliffs , and forests 
Y.rhich are 71 ilcely to have ravaging fires, should be avoided . "~ 
B. Physical Characteristics 
The interpretation of principles or criteria in 
terr:1s of quantitative standards is still largely a 
matter of opinion. The best available standards are 
likely those afforded by cormnittee reports and recow1nen-
elations of authorities. 
Dudleylfrecommended that site size should be 
adequate for (a ) the building and future buildings, 
(b) the proper setting of the building, (c) outdoor 
1/ Ray 1. Hamon and others, Guide for Planning School 
Plants, National Council on Schoolhouse Construction, 
l9h9 , p . 19 .. 
2/ ,\Jard G. Reeder , The Fundamentals of School Adminis -
tration , The Macmillan Co. , 1941, p . 266 . 
3) 1.1. Dudley, The Location of City School Plants , 
Harvard Bull etins in Education , No . 14, Harvard Univ . 
Press, 1929 , p . 130. 
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games and physical education of children, both during 
and after school, (d) lands caping of the playgrounds, 
(e) outdoor games and recreation of adults, and (f) school 
gardens , if desired, and other science experiences. The 
site must be .adequate in size also for service features 
as 11\l"alks, drives, and parking areas. 
The National Council on Schoolhouse Constructionl/ 
recorr~ends for elementary schools a site of five acres 
plus one acre for each hundred pupils of ultimate 
enrollment. 
Perkins and Cocking21have writ ten that vegetation 
is important because it not only adds beauty but also 
serves as a 'll'rindbreak reducing heating bills by t'll'renty 
per cent. On warm days it reduces temperature by shade , 
or reduction or radiant heat from the sun, and by 
vaporization of moisture given off by foliage. Dust 
count can be reduced seventy-five per cent by a 600-foot 
v-ride belt of planting . Lawns also act as dust fi lters. 
Trees and shrubs properly placed reduce noises from play-
1/National Council on Schoolhouse Construction, Guide for 
Planning School Plants (Tentative), 1946, 143 p. 
2/L.B. Perkins and W.D. Cocking, Schools, Reinhold , 
New York City, 1941, p . 29. 
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ground activities. 
Condit1/concluded that no surfacing for a play-
ground has yet been devised that is satisfactory for 
every ground. The National Council on Schoolhouse 
Construction in its 1949 Guide2/indicates that play-
ground surfacing is a special problem for each type of 
situation and that in most localities it will be 
necessary to hard surface a portion of the playground. 
The United States Housing Authority recommends the use 
of bituminous concretes and sheet asphalt with a smooth 
finish.l/ 
2. The Building 
School buildings should provide the facilities 
that enable the teacher to do her best work in a 
pleasant, wholesome environment which is conducive 
to learning. 
School buildings should be flexible, adaptable, 
and expansible. These qualities are needed to meet an 
1J Abbie Condit, "The School Playground and Its Equip-
ment," Sierra Ed. News 20:393-94, 431; June, 1924. 
2/ Ray · L. Hamon and others, Guide for Planning School 
Plants, ·National Council on Schoolhouse Construction, 
19 4 9 ' 'p. 2 6 • 
lf A.C. Shire, "Playground Surfacing," The American 
School and University, American School Publishing 
Corp., 1941, p. 267-70. 
educational program which is likely t o change within 
ten years. Since the majority of school buildings 
have to be added to, it is only logical to make pro-
vision for expansion. 
The building must be as safe as possible from fire 
and planned so that egress can be rapid without inter-
ference from panic-generating barriers. The building 
should preferably be one-story high to eliminate travel 
on stairs where most accidents occur and to reduce 
endangering lives from fire. 
The building should be economical in cost as well 
as in operation. Original installation of high quality 
items such as hardware, terrazzo corridor floors, and 
glazed surfaces on lower corridor and toilet room walls 
repay initial investment over the years by low main-
terrance costs. 
1/ 
Reeder- has said that public funds may legitimately 
be s pent to make school buildings the most beautiful 
in the community. Especially does the barren ·community 
need the influence of attractive school buildings. 
The exterior elevation and setting of the building 
should reflect the major function of the school itself, 
giving evidence that the building is a pleasant and 
1/ .Ward · G. Reeder, The Fundamentals of School Adminis-
tra~ion, The Macmillan Co., 1941, p. 268- 69. 
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attractive place in which children are happily 
enga ged i n worth-while activities. 
3. Building Ser vices 
A. Illuminati on 
More has been vvritten about school lighting , but 
with les s agreement, than any other phase of school 
building. The writer does not intend to discuss 
lighting f rom the technical side but rather point out 
pr a ctices recommended by authorities in the field. 
Tho s e ,..;ho study lighting and its effect upon 
people tell us that the quality of light is fully as 
i mportant as the quantity. Too much light, or the 
wrong quality , can be as detrimental to health and 
learning conditions as too little l i ght. 1 / Flei s che~/ 
pointed out the effect of ·inadequate lighting from a 
study of 100,000 school children in Chicago in 1926 • 
. The study showed that the percentage of first grade 
children \rith i mpaired vision increased from six per 
cent to a total of twenty-five per cent of those in 
the eighth gr a de. Only 3.7 per cent of all pupils 
had corrected vision. 
v -D. B. Harmon, "Li ghting and Child Development' TT 
Illuminating Engineering , 40:4, April, 1945, p . 78. 
?:) Joseph Flei scher and A.J. Hoffman, nA New Approach 
to School Lighting , tt Illuminating Engineering Society, 
April, 1936, Vol. XXXI. No. 4, P• 46. 
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Kraehenbuehl sunu~arizes his discussion of the factors 
that contribute to adequate lighting systems as follows: 
n •••• it may be said that those factors contri-
buting to a successful lighting system are: 
A. Quantity of illumination for proper brightness. 
B. A good quality of illumination. 
l. No direct glare from the source. 
2. A minimum of reflected glare from the work 
or surroundings. 
3~ Uniform lighting on the work surface. 
4. Illumination free from shadow. 
5. Surrounding illuminated with the proper 
brightness contrast. 
c. Comfort 
l. Elimination of opinions based on past 
experience. 
2. Sufficient time to determine the reaction 
to the illumination supplied. 
D. Work surfal~ considered with relation to 
lighting . n.:!:./ 
Educators, psychologists, and ophthalmologists have 
agreed that classes conducted in light and attractive 
rooms improve the mental attitude and visual acuity of 
children. On the other hand poor lighting, glossy 
surfaces and dark vvood finishes, floors, and desks reduce 
school efficiency, physical comfo rt, and may cause permanent 
injury to the eyes. 2/ 
A classroom must provide a proper balance of color 
lJ John 0. Kraehenbuehl, Electrical Illumination, John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., Nev.r York, 1942, p . 42. 
?) Ray Hookway, 11 A Simple Means for Improving Visibility 
in Schools," School Management, June, 1937, Vol. 6, No. 10 
p. 281. 
ll 
on ceiling , walls, wood trim, floors, desk tops, tackboard, 
and chalkboard.
1
/ The National Council on Schoolhouse 
Planning has recommended the use of non-glossy paints and 
flat finishes on the above areas. It also has listed 
refective factor ranges from these areas. 
y 
New knowledge of the i mportance of good lighting to 
good learning , more understanding of eye care, and the 
need for greater classroom flexibility have made light 
control one of the biggest jobs in school plant planning. 
Many experiments using louvers and baffles, and use of 
trees and shrubs have been conducted; many new techniques 
have been built into new schools for better lighting . But 
the problem has left much to be solved. 
B. T~mperature and Ventilation 
The purpose of heating is to provide the apparatus 
necessary to maintain certain temperatures in enclosed 
spaces v-rhile that of ventilation is to produce conditions 
in the air conducive to healthful surroundings. Heating 
and ventilation have an important bearing on posture, 
f a tigue, learning ability, susceptibility to infection, 
1/ ·Merle A. Stoneman, Knute 0. Broady, Alanson D. Brainard, 
Planning and Modernizing the School Plant, Univ. of 
Nebraska Press, Lincoln, Neb., 1949, p . 287. 
2/ Ray·L. Hamon and others, Guide for Planning School 
P l ants , National Council on Schoolhouse Construction, 
1949, p . 149. 
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and classroom seating arrangements.l/ 
It is desirable to rea ch the following goals in 
regard to economy consistent with comfort and health for 
pupils: 
1. Automatic maintenance of a uniform temperature 
in all areas of classrooms. 
2. Efficient distribution of even heat throughout 
the building. 
3. Supply of heat only when the building is occupied. 
4. Provisions for s pecial heating that may arise 
when only parts of the building are occupied. 
5. Elimination of heating i n mild weather when 
heatin~ is considered wast e. 
6. Reasonable control of humidity. 
7. Circulation of correct amount of fresh a~J{ wi t hout 
noise, draft, dust particles, and odors.-/ 
C. Water and Sanitation 
The itJ'Bter supply for schools should be safe, plenti-
ful, and palatable, The supply should be abundant enough 
for present and future needs due to expansion. It is 
recommended that for all purposes the supply be at the 
rate of twenty-five gallons per pupils per day. The water 
1/ Henry Wright, "Classroom Heating and Ventilating,n 
The J lmerican School and Univ~sity, American School 
Publishing Corp., New York, 1951-52, p. 197. 
2/ Merle · A. Stoneman, Knute 0. Broady, and Alanson D. 
B~ainard, Planning and Modernizing the School Plant, 
Univ. of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, Neb., 1949, p . 207. 
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must be safe as determined from periodic tests by health 
authorities. 
Drinking fountains are recommended for each classroom. 
TI1ey may be placed near gymnasiums, auditoriums, lunch-
rooms, and playgrounds but not in toilet rooms. 
Some authorities set up standards for toilet rooms 
in corridors--standards pertaining to heighth of stools, 
number of pupil stations, partitions, entrances, and 
1/ 
location in relation to the sun.- These large group toilet 
rooms were designed to meet t h e onslaught, at stated times, 
of pupils who were supposed to regulate themselves accord-
ingly. The inefficiency of their location, distant from 
the cla ssroom, is obvious in terms of time lost. I\1any of 
t he most serious discipline problems arise from misuse 
of large group toilets. 
It has been recommended that smaller toilet rooms, 
more frequently placed, and individual toilet rooms replace 
the l a r ge group toilet room. The greater cost of pipe 
is offset by the fewer number of installa tions needed. 
~~ere group toilets are used throughout it is desirable 
to separate the lower elementary from the upper elementary 
1/ American Council on Education. The Utilization of 
~~hool San~tary Facilities. Series 7, School Plant 
Research, Vol. 6, No. 3. 1942. p . 35. 
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grades • .!/ 
Toilets should be conveniently located for the school 
staff, service workers, and the public where it is likely 
to gather as in the auditorium, gymnasium, and other parts 
of the school plant commonly used by the public. 
Toilets should be equipped with soap dispensers, 
toilet tissue, vraste containers, book shelves, and h~nd 
drying facilities. Mirrors should not be placed over 
lavatories. All installations should be of materials 
impervious to wear and easy to maintain in a sanitary 
2/ 
condition.-· 
The school plant must be maintained in a clean, 
sanitary condition if it is going to render its intended 
service. Dressing room snace, lavatory, toilet, and 
storage facilities for clothing and personal belongings 
and for equipment and tools should be provided for 
d . 3/ custo 1ans.-
lTL.B. Perkins and W.D. Cocking, Schools, Reinhold, 
New York, 1949, p . 165. 
2/ Rav · L. Hamon and others, Guide for Planning School 
Plants, National Council on Schoolhouse Construction, 
1949, P• 155; 170. 
}/Ibid., p . 168. 
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4. Classrooms 
Methods used in teaching subject areas have more 
significant building implications than the subjects 
themselves. Engelhardtl/in ~~-~e cklist for _p ~signing an 
Elementary School Cl~ssroom gives little reference to 
subjects as such. He speaks in terms of philosophy, 
teaching methods, and basic objectives of the school. 
The ne\·.Ter elementary school subjects of practical 
arts, s ocial science, handicraft , and dramatics in addition 
to changing methods of instruction based on child develop-
ment make the small inadequately equi pp ed classroom of 
yesterday obsolete. However some of the large clas srooms 
in old schools can very well be rehabilitated. If 30 
s quare feet i s to be taken as the area needed per pu pil 
in an activities or laboratory program, class size vrill 
determine in part the area of a classroom, although care-
ful f i guring of s pace allotments runs the area up to 1000 
s quare feet, exclusive of toilet, storage, and cloak 
s paces. 
Nichols adequately portrays the elementary classroom: 
" .. ~.a laboratory having work and display 
counters, a sink, cupboards and cases for tools and 
supplies, files for such materials as bulletins and 
pictures and charts, cases for maps and the means 
for displaying t hem, cubicles and cases for ac commo-
1J N.L. Engelhardt and School Planning Associa tes, Port-
folio A--Eleme~tary · Classrooms, New York , Teachers College 
Columbia University, 1941, p . VII. 
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dation of pupils' unfinished work, library shelves 
accessible to · the children and near a convenient 
reading table, trays for construction paper, a clay 
bin, a gro-..ving table, desks which may be moved and 
rearranged i~;response to the needs of a variety of 
activities.n-
Further provisions in the work alcove would call for 
a sink with hot and cold water from one s pi got, a work 
bench, easels , a metal lined storage cabinet for paints, 
and othe r storage s paces as t he program re qui r es. In 
her own corner the teacher needs a desk , f iling cabinets, 
and closet. 
The modern educ a t i ona l program calls for t he use of 
l antern slides, motion picture films, recorders, phono-
graph records and others. Electrical outlets become 
n e eded as does some means of making adequate projections 
on a screen. Newer t ypes of screens do not make it 
necessary to darken completely a room a s formerly was 
re quired . 
Si xteen to t wenty feet of chalkboard is considered 
adequa te for an elementary clas s roon1. Tackboard can be 
used in almost any quantity by a resourceful tea cher. 
There is no general agreement concerning the storage 
of pupils' clothes, ex cept in t hat t here must b e ventila -
t ion. Some suggest storage in wall closets in t h e rooms; 
VJohn E. Nichols, · "Planning Small T01"rn and Rural Schools , Tf 
ChildhooQ_Educatio~ , 22: 6, February , 1946, p . 299. 
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others, in corridor lockers. 
There is general agreement that primary grade 
children should have direct exit to their separate play-
ground area and that intermediate children have direct 
exit to their common play area. 1/ 
5. Special Rooms and Services 
A. Arts and Crafts 
The arts and crafts room is the one most susceptible 
to variations in the community. vVhat it shall contain 
depends upon the interests in the neighborhood. Essential 
are space, light, and a room not too good to use. Pupils 
should not have to worry about getting a glob of clay or 
a few drops of apint on the floor. Art rooms should be 
equipped so that children can work together on individual 
problems as well as on group problems. The room should be 
light, cheerful, and pleasing to children. It should 
invite a feeling of freedom of movement where materials 
and tools are easily accessible. The room should be 
equipped with a combination of work benches with vises, and 
large equipment liliich could not be located in the class-
room thus requiring provision of ~ separate room. 
Built in features are needed such as storage s pace 
1/ Ray 1. Hamon and others, Guide for Planning School 
Plants , National Council on Schoolhouse Planning , 1949, 
p . 45. 
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for tools, materials, and pupil's work, storage for the 
year 's supply of materials, display cases, filing cabinets, 
tackboard, chalkboard, sink with hot and cold water, wet 
locker for clay, and electrical outlets. 
Materials and tools needed are easels, drav..ring boards 
sewing machine, loom, electric kiln, hand· tools for working 
in wood, clay, leather, metal, textiles, and bookbinding , 
jugsaw and drill press. 1/ 
B •.. Audi tori urn 
An auditorium along with a gymnasium, music room and 
a lunchroom for a small neighborhood elementary school 
must take a defensible posit ion aga~nst a combination 
auditorium-gymnasium . However, it is difficult to play 
basketball on a sloped floor; physical education demands 
some time from each pupil every day; and dramatic rehearsals 
do not mix vrell with games and exercises. An auditorium 
is becoming more necessary in a modern educational program 
and in its use as part of a community center. 
The auditorium should be located on the ground floor 
a nd isolated from the remainder of the building for 
several rea sons : 
1. Safety and convenience to crowds entering and 
leaving and outside movement of stage properties. 
1/ Bernice V. Setzer, 11 Pl anning and Equippins the Art H.oom 
in a Public School, n American School and University, 
Americ an School Publishing Corp ., New York , 1941, p . JJJ. 
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2. Easier heating and ventilating. 
3. Reduced noise interference with rest of the 
building . 
4. Accessibility to par king areas. 
Consideration should be given to convenience of 
reaching the room from school corridors and other rooms 
s uch as music and arts and crafts. Exits should be placed 
v.rhere egress to the outs ide can be made from all occupied 
areas. There s hould be no fewer t han two aisles. 
Special attention should be given to acoustical 
prope rties, controlled lighting , color, and storage s pace. 
Getting the correct acoustical property requires expert 
help . The trend i s tmvar d no natural lighting . Artificial 
light should be soft and v.rithout glare. Some lights should 
be controlled from back stage and the projection booth. 
For safety purposes emergency lighting should be installed 
in case of power failure. A neutral color that is designed 
to focus attention on the stage should be used. 
The stage should be equipped with flame-proof drapes, 
curtains, and flaps . Other equipment needed for the room 
are a piano, projectors, and a s pot light. 
C. Kindergarten 
The kindergarten room should have from 1000 to 1200 
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square feet of floor space.- The room should be on the 
ground floor level. It should have its own "~Jvorkroom , 
toilet, cloakroom , storageroom, and a separate entr ance . 
The room should have areas for a l ·ibrary corner and science. 
Hinged counters may be bui lt into the i<Vall for extra \<Vork 
s pace. 
The workroom should contain a sink with hot and cold 
water from a mi xing spout, soap and paper towel dispensers, 
hot Dlat es , a clay bin, work tables, a work bench with a 
vise a ttached, some hand tools, a wood storage rack , easels, 
adjustable shelves, drawers, and cupboards. 
There should be storage for supplies such as easel 
pap er and metal lined bins for paints. A separate closet 
opening out of the r oom should be provided for t he storage 
of pl ay equipment and materials seldom used. 
The room should contain plenty of tackboard and not 
more than six lineal feet of chalkboard . The displ ay 
boa rd should not be a bove eye level of the children . The 
furniture should be mo vable and have rounded corners. 
It has been recommended that the toil et room open off 
the cloakroom. The toilet should contain t wo j uvenile 
1/ Harold Elsbree , "P l anning the Elementary Sc hool Class-
room , " The University of the Stat e of New Yo r k , The State 
Education Department, Division of School Buildings , and 
Grounds, Albany, N.Y., 1946 , p . 8. 
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size stool s and two 24:T lavatories. It should have all 
t h e sanitary f acilities usually found in such a room.
1
/ 
The room s hould meet recognized standards for heating , 
lighting , and ventilation . -If the floor is to be pl ayed 
upon by the children, s pecial provision should be made to 
heat it. The room should preferably have an east-west 
fenestrat i on and be so located tha t noise from it will 
not bother the quiet areas of the building. 
D. Library 
The elementary s chool library should serve not only 
as a storage bin for books but also as a place where books 
are to be read. Hamon~/has described an elementary school 
library as a pl a ce to house a central collection of ma ps, 
charts, pro j ectors , films , slides , and records as vell as 
a place for a collection of children's literature and 
reference materials. 
The library needs atmos phere--space , abundant light, 
and attractiveness. It needs shelving , children's size , 
plus a desk for charging books in and out. It needs to be 
quiet; in addition to acoustical treatment, it should have 
1/ Clarice Dechent Wills, William H. Stegeman, Olga Adams, 
Kinde~garten , Follett Publishing Co., Chicago, 1951, 
p . 253-271. 
2/ Ray L; Hamon, "Planning the Elementary School Plant of 
Tomorrm--v , " The School Executive , Vol . 163, No. 10 , June, 
1944 ' p . 51. 
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quiet floors. It should s eat in an uncrol'.rded manner the 
largest classroom enrollment and an additional t wenty 
11 pu ils. Caudill has recommended 25 s qua re feet of floor 
space per reader. 
E. Lunchroom and Kitchen 
Lunchroom and food service f acilities should be 
planned in terms of local needs and of an accepted program. 
Provi s ion must be made · for sanitary conditions and for 
efficiency by the emuloyees. 
The room should be located a t ground level accessible 
to a service dri vev-Jay , pupils, and for t he public for 
evening and va cation use without t he necessity of opening 
the entire building. 
The type, size, and amount of equipment and the size 
of the ki tchen and dining areas have to be determined by 
the numb er of pupils served. The Guide has recommended 
that estimates be based on a per pupil and a per lunch 
basis. 
Adequate and convenient facilities should be provided 
or the storage of food, mairitenance of sanitary conditions 
and the removal or odors, disposal of wastes, and the 
11 William W. Caudill, Space for Teaching , Series 4, · 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, Vol. 12, 
No. 9 , 1941, p . 94. 
~/Ray L. Hamon and others, op . cit., p . 109. 
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preparation of mea l s . 
The room should be light and attractive . The kitchen 
should be isolated from the dining area by such means as 
sliding doors . The room should be acoustically treated 
and storage areas should be available for possible multiple 
use by bands and orchestras, audio-visual instruction , 
service clubs, parent organizations, and play activities. 
The room should be so arranged that pupil traffic 
flov.r smoothly from food counters to tables . Dishes have 
to be ~,,rashed . The return line should not have to cross 
the serving line. No more than two shifts and advisable. 
F. Medical and Health 
The medical and health rooms should be located 
convenient to pupi ls and public . The rooms should be 
sufficiently large for eye examinations . Recommended are 
rooms for waiting , resting, consultation and dressing 
booths. The waiting room should be directly accessible 
from the corridor . It should be equipped with comfortable 
furniture including one or two cots and an ad joining 
toilet . The consultation room shoul d be adjacent to the 
v.raiting room and dressing booths. There should be 
toilet facilities, sink, instrument and medicine cases , 
an examination table, a dentist's chair, and filing cas es 
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for records.1/ 
G. Music 
Music rooms should be located near the auditorium 
stage. Convenient outside access for comn1unity use is 
desirable. The rooms should be sound-proof so t hat t here 
will be no interference with the quiet areas of t h e 
building . If a r o om is to be used for both instrumental 
• 
and choral work, an area of twenty square feet per pu pil 
is nece s sa~r. Ad equate space must be allowed for a piano, 
recording , and phonogr aph equi pment. Storage and filing 
should be ample for instruments and music respectively. 
Small rooms S ' XlO' are desirable so that one or t wo pu pils 
may practice without inflicting pain on others. 2/ 
H. Office and Staff 
The administrative unit should consist of s pace for 
t he principal, secretary, reception for pu pils and 
visitors, teachers' lounge, bookroom, and communication 
system. Caudilll/has reco~rnended one square foot of floor 
spac e for every pupil enrolled. 
1/ Ibid._, p . ·107. 
2/ Perkins and Cocking, Q£~ ~j~ ., p . 128 . 
]_/ ~·Jilliam vv . Caudill, Space fQ..~ J,e~ching , Series 4, 
Agricul tural and Mechanical College of Texas, Vol. 12 , 
No. 9 , 1941, p . 78. 
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The principal's office should be equipped with fire -
proof vaults, files, a clo s et, book shelves , and a desk 
and chai r s. He should also have a private entrance and 
a toilet. 
A counter, containing files and serving as storage 
for supplies, can be used to separate the spaces for the 
secretary and those waiting to see the principal . The 
secretary's space should be equipped with a typewriter, 
a desk a nd chairs, a duplicating machine, and t he cons ole 
for the intercommunication system. 
Teaching can be nerve-racking . There should be a 
quiet attractive room for tea chers that is conducive to 
relaxation. Teachers also need s pace in which to us e a 
typewriter and a duplicating machine. 
A book storage room containing six linear inches of 
shelving for each pupil has been recommended. 
I. Physical Education Facilities 
The main purpose of the gymnas ium i s for t h e phys ical 
education of the children in the school. Those pl anning 
the room should not allow extraneous uses to interfe re 
1/ 
vvi th its purpose.- If the room is to be used as part of 
a community recreation center, it would have to be large 
enough to meet senior high school standards; that is, 
I7 Ray L. Hamon and others, 2Jl..:.._ .~_i!.!.. , p . 99 . 
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76' X96' and 20 to 22 feet high. If, on the other hand , 
it is to be used only as a play room for children in the 
school, 40 ' X60' and 16 to 18 feet high is consid ered 
l a r ge enough. 
Offices , apparatus storage rooms, and locker , shower, 
and dressing room facilities are needed. Storage facili-
ties should be ade qua te to handle not only the school's 
equipment but also that for communit y use. The room 
should be free from obstructions such as radiators, pi pes, 
and pilasters . 
It should be located on the ground floor, readily 
accessible to pupils and public and t h e outdoor pl ay area 
but in such a manner that noise does not di s turb the quiet 
areas of the building . 
There should be abundant natural light supplemented 
by sufficient artificial lighting . Windows should be 
located not to interfere with pl ay areas . Provision for 
operating the sash for ventilation should be ins talled. 
Gua r ds should be pla c ed over windows , light fixtures, a nd 
thermostats. 
Floors should be resilient and not slip:; ery. Falls 
should be able to withstand hard use. Acoustica l treat-
ment i s recomm ended. Seating for s pectators should be 
adequate but not overdone for maintenance of large unused 
s pace i s 1.vas teful. 
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Earl y elementary children should be provided with a 
separate shaded area that i s fenced in. It should be 
equi pp ed with slides , sand boxes , and jungle gyms . There 
should be a level open s pa ce for i nformal games . ' Some of 
t he area should be paved for some games and \\rhe el toys 
and for use following rain. 
La ter elementary children should b e provided with 
play areas suited to t heir interests a nd abilities . 
Some areas should be paved for games such as shuffleboard 
and roller skating . Other areas s hould be planned t hat 
are suitable for boys and for gi rls s ports.1/ 
1/El ton R. DeShaw, If Pl anning School Grounds, 11 The American 
S chool and University , American School Publishi ng Corp ., 
New York , 1951-52, p . 217. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
l. Procedures Used in Developing Tentative Materials 
The areas included in the development of tentative 
criteria fo r the elementary school plant were t aken in 
part from the 1950 edition of Evaluative Criteria for 
Secondary Schools and from suggestions by Dr. J ames F. 
Baker, director of the seminar group project. After 
making an outline of the areas, the writer read extensively 
of research done within the last ten years and developed 
s pecific checklist and evaluation items for each of the 
areas. 
2. Criticism of Tentative Materials by Semina r Members 
Copies of the tentative materials were submitted to 
seminar members for critic ism \'lh ich was received but was 
not ex tensive. Major criticism .was with two evaluation items 
v-rhi ch w·ere so worded t hat they induced "yes" and "no" 
answers to t he questions. These were revised to require 
detailed ansr,rers . The group desired to have pianos and 
provisions for audio-visual aids in each classroom. The 
writer also had failed to locate centrally the library. 
J. Selection of Jurors 
Jurors were selected on the basis of their reco gnition 
by educa tors as being experts in the field of school plant 
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planning . The selection also was made in such a manner 
that the jurors represented widespread sections of the 
Unit ed States. The jurors are as follows: 
Dr . Homer W. Anderson 
William 0. Bailey 
Dr. Jesse B. Davis 
Dr. W. D. McClurkin 
Dr. N. E. Viles 
Dr . Worcester ~varren 
Dr . vl. T. White 
Lecturer in Education 
Harva rd University 
Deputy Commissioner 
Planning and Research 
State of Maine Department 
of Education · 
Dean Emeritus Boston 
University School of 
Education School Consultant 
Director, Division of 
Surveys and Field Services, 
George Peabody College for 
Teachers 
Office of Education 
\:i.Tashington , D. C. 
Professor of Education 
Boston University 
Superintendent of Schools 
Dallas , Texas 
Co pie s of letters sent to the jurors expl a ining the 
project and asking for their participation are included 
in the Annendix. 
4. Submission of Materials to Jurors 
Copies of the tentative ' materials, revised after 
criticisms by the seminar group , were mailed to each 
juror. A letter was enclosed thanking them for accepting 
to participate in the project. They were asked to return 
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their criticisms within a stated time (See Appendix for 
a copy of the letter). It was suggested to the jurors 
that they criticize the items by deleting parts or the 
v-rhole of any i terns, changi ng the wording of i terns, adding 
new items or making general suggestions for improvement. 
5. Indication of Further Revision 
after Criticism by Jurors 
Further revi s ion was found to be necessary . All 
jurors returned mark ed copies indicating their ideas of 
ways to i mprove the criteria. The writer "~:las very much 
i mpressed by the helpfulness of these men v-rho took time 
to do ~ thoiough job of criticism. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUA TIVE CRITERIA FOR THE ELEJlliNTARY SCHOOL PLANT 
1. Nature and Extent of Criticisms 
by Jurors and Seminar Members 
f.<Tany of the changes suggested by jurors were in 
terms of the way some i terns were vmrded. Two jurors 
objected to the word ttadequately" used in part III, A, 
V\rhich deals v-.rith illumination. The writer changed the 
marked items and gave definite quantities of light for 
use in certain areas of the school plant. Tl:vo jurors felt 
that a multiple purpose room should be included in the 
criteria for those communities not able to afford a 
separate auditorium, gymnasium, library, lunchroom, arts 
and crafts, and ~usic rooms. However the seminar memb ers 
felt that the writer should include the areas as outlined. 
For definite changes that were made in the first draft of 
materials the re~der may compare it with the final draft 
that follows in part two of this chapter. 
2. A Copy of the Final Revision of Materials 
The following is a copy of the final revision as 
prepared for jury and seminar members with the exception 
that it was mimeographed and both sides of the mimeograph 
paper were used .. 
- 32 -
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THE SCHOOL PLANT 
OUTLINE OF' C OHTEN TS 
I . The Sit e 
A. Location 
B. Phys ic a l Characteristics 
II. The Building 
III . Building Services 
A. Illumination 
B. Temperature and Ventilation 
C. Water and Sanitation 
D. Mi s cellaneous 
IV. Classrooms 
V. Special Ro oms and Services 
A. Art s and Crafts 
B. Auditorium 
C. Y: ind ergarten 
D. Library 
E . Lu nchroom and Kitchen 
F . Medical and Health 
G. Tv1usic 
H. Offic e and Staff 
I. Phys i cal Education 
VI . Special Characteristics of the School Plant 
N ..AI'-1E OF SCHOOL . ••••••.•••••..••.•••••• DATE •• ••••••.• 
Checklists and evaluations completed by: 
.... ... ........ ............. ........ .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(Experimental copy: not to be reproduced) 
INSTRUCTI O.NS1 
·when · the features in this section are bein,g checked and 
evaluated, persons applying the ratings should ~sk : "How well 
do the practices in this school mee t the needs of the puDils 
a.nd community?n Th e two-fold nature of the work--evaluation 
and-stimulation to improvement--should be kept in mind . Care-
ful, discriminating judgment is essential if these purposes 
are to be served s a tisfactorily. 
The checklists consist of provisions, c onditions, or 
characteristics found in good elementary schools. Although 
they are recommended provisions, a school lacking some of them 
may have other compensating features. Space is provided to 
record these features as additional items or under Comments. 
The checklist items should be mark~d as follows : 
ILV if the provision or condition is made extensively; 
v if the provision or condition i s made to some extent; 
X • £' the provision or condition is very limited; lJ. 
M if the provision or con(ii tion is missing: and needed; and 
N if the prov1s1on or conditi on i s not desirable or does 
not a pply. 
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Evaluations represent the best jud gment of those maki ng 
the evaluation after all evidence including results - of observa-
tions, cons i d eration of ratings on check-list i tems , and other 
data v,rh ich may be available have been considered . Evaluations 
sl:wul c1__aJ-vi:.~:.Y S be made by the local_ ~taff_ memb ers even though 
t hese evaluations may be checked l&ter by a visiting committee. 
The evalua tion ratings should be made by means of the scale 
defined below. 
5--Excellent; the prov1s1ons or conditions are extensive 
and are functioning excellently. 
4--Y-~L Goqd; ):' 
a. the orovisions or conditions are extensive and 
are functionin g well, or 
b. the provisions or conditions are moderately 
extensive but are functioning exc el lently. 
3--Good; the provi s ions or conditions are moderately 
extensive and are functioning well. 
2--Fair · ~:, __ , 
a. the provisions or conditions are moderately 
extensive but are functioning poorl y , or 
b. the provisions or tonditions are limi ted in extent 
but are functioning well. 
1--Poor; the provisions or conditions are limited in 
extent and functioning poorly. 
M--Missi__Q_g; the provisions or conditions are missing and 
are needed ; i f present they would make a contribution 
to the needs of pupils. 
N--Does Not Apoly; the provisions or conditions are missing 
but do not apply or are not desirabl e for the children 
of this community. (Reasons for the use of this symbol 
should be explained in each case under Commepts.) 
~:<Staff members may wish to use the sumbols "4a11 or " 4b, n or tt2a" 
or "2b". 
IT Ada pted from Evaluative Criteria, 1950 Edition, published by 
the Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards. 
Statement of Guiding Principles 
The · elementary school plant, consisting of the site, · 
building, equipment, and services, shoul d be safe, useful, 
healthful, comfortable, enduring , and beaut iful . The plant 
as planned and equipp ed to meet con1.muni ty needs is more than 
a place of instruction. It must also bring to each child 
conditions for most effective learning. 
To meet the needs of children of elementary school age 
the school ·plant must provide for a variety of classroom 
activities, community activities. Besides housing and 
equi pment for these activities the plant must provide illu-
mination, water , heat , and health , safety, and comfort of 
its occupants. 
Building plans should meet present enrol lment and 
curricular needs and should provide , as far as poss ible, 
for future needs. The building should provide for flex i -
bility of use. Effort should be made t o obtain maximu..'TI 
emotional stability and grov~h by being aesthetically 
planned and constructed . The interior and exterior of 
the building should be attractive and appropri ate in 
design. The grounds should be landscaped and well main-
tained. The site and features of the immediate environment 
should be used v.rhenever sui ted for learning activities . 
The building and the site should complement each other to 
enhance the desirable features of the environment. The 
school plant should be the result of the long- range community 
planning program . 
I . The Site 
A. Location 
Checklist 
The site 
) 1. Is locat ed in center of area to be served. 
) 2. Is easily accessibl e to the pupi l s and the homes 
it serves in the neighborhood uni t. 
3. Is so located that pupil dangers from heavy road 
or street traffic is reduced to a minimum. 
4. Is easily reached from transportation routes. 
5. Is remote from objectionable industrial noises 
or odors . 
( ) 6. Is free from hazards . 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
) 12 . 
) 13. 
ll~. 
15. 
16. 
Is shielded from stores, filling stations, beer 
parlors, and other undesirable neighbors. 
Is accessible to parks or recreation areas. 
Is free from obstructions to light and air. 
Is provided with adequate facilities for sewage 
disposal. 
Is urovided with adequate supply of water tested 
and- approved for purfty. 
Has fire hydrants vfhich are easily accessible. 
Evaluations 
) a~ How accessible is the site to the pupil population? 
) b. How satisfactory are the accident safeguards? 
) c. To what extent does the site promote health? 
) d . How satisfactory are the educational and cultural 
influences of the environment? 
Comments 
B. Physical Cha racteristics 
Checklist 
The site 
1. Is rectangular or nearly rectangular in shape. 
2. I s large enough to meet the indoor and the outdoor 
educational and recreational needs of the children 
and the adults of the community. 
( ) 3. Is large enough to allow for future building 
expansion. 
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( ) 4. Includes all weather, lighted parking areas of 
sufficient size to serve school and community 
re quirements. 
( ) 5. Is landscaped for aesthetic and safety consid-
erations (e . g., walks and drives well se~arated 
and service entrances planned for minimum 
confusion and danger). 
} 6. I s maintained in good condition and a ppearance. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
1~- · 
15 . 
16. 
17. 
18. 
( 19. 
( 20. 
Encourages pupil cooperation in care and upkeep. 
Has sufficient vegetation to reduce temperature, 
heat loss , and dust . 
Has trees near border and away from building. 
Has part of playground hardsurfaced if climatic 
conditions make it necessary. 
Ha s adequate level area for all play purposes. 
Has sufficient slope for natural drainage but 
not enough to cause erosion. 
Has s lope not too steep to interfere with 
playground activities. 
Has hardsurfaced drives. 
Has bus and car entrance drives entering and 
leaving at sides and/or rear- -not over a front 
"U" drive. 
Has drives that permits easy re-entering 
merging traffic. 
Permits des ired segregation of boisterous and 
quiet play activities. 
Evaluations 
( a. Hov,r extensive is the site in terms of the number 
of pupils enrolled? 
( b . To what extent does the site provide for future 
building expansion? 
c. How adequately does the site provi de for educa-
tional activities? 
d. How satisfactory are the school grounds ? 
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Comments 
II. The Building 
Checklist 
1. The building is planned to house a forw·ard 
looking educational program. 
2 . The building is so planned and placed on the 
site so t ha t playground noises interfere rela-
tively little 1•rith classroom activi ties . 
( ) 3. The placement of the building provides for 
efficient use of the total school a rea (e. g ., a 
maximum play area, landscaping , par king ). 
( ) 4. The building is of minimum practical height, 
or if of two stories is of fire resistive con-
struction . 
5. The building is planned for future expansion. 
6. The building has a maximum of instructional space. 
7. Th e architecture achieves relative beauty without 
undue expense . 
8. The style of architecture is suitable for the 
area ''rhere loc ated . 
9. The building is durable and serviceable. 
10. The building has a plain , durable roof with 
adequate drainage. 
11. Entrances and exits are arranged to permit 
efficient use of parts of the building by the 
pupils and the public . 
( 12. All exit doors are equipp ed with safety bars. 
( 13. All exits are adequately marked. 
14. 
( ) 15. 
( ) 16 . 
Construction and installations meet re quirements 
of national , state, and local building codes. 
The building design is flexible to allow 
interior re-arrangement that will permit future 
changes in educational programs . 
The building is designed for economy in operation 
and maintenance . 
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17. Corridors are free from dead ends, obstructions , 
and pockets. 
1 8 . Floor materials are fire resistant. 
19. Fl oor materials are smooth, quiet , durable, and 
easy to maintain in good condition. 
20 . The building is acoustically treated . 
21. The heating plant has a direct outside entrance. 
22 . Use of the basement except for the heating plant 
is prohibited. 
23. The heating plant room is fire proof. 
24 . Corridor walls allow for displays . 
25 . Interior materials and workmanship contribute 
to an attractive appearance. 
26 . Colors of the ceiling , walls, trim, and floors 
contribute to an attractive appearance . 
27 . The general appearance of the interior of the 
building encourages pupil cooperation in mai ntenance . 
28 . The general appearance of the exterior of the 
building encourages pupil cooperation in maintenance. 
29. Stairways meet standards of safety. 
30. 
) 31. 
) 32. 
Evaluations 
( 
( 
( 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d . 
e. 
f. 
g . 
h. 
Comments 
How attractive is the exterior a pp earance of the 
building? 
How satisfactory is the interior appearance of 
the building ? 
How adequate are the corridors? 
How adeauate are the exits? 
To what ' extent does the building provide for 
health and safety? 
How satisfactorily is the school pl ant arranged 
to uermit community use of facilities? 
How- flexible i s the building ? 
How functional is the building? 
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III. Building Services 
A. Illumination 
Checklist 
1. Light in the classrooms and other instructional 
areas is adequate both in quantity and quality. 
( ) 2. The lighting is such that children can work in 
comfort in any room and "l.r.rill not face windovvs 
or other lighted surfaces with a brightness 
much in excess of 1000 foot lamberts. 
- ( 
3. Light in the classrooms and other instructional 
spaces is delivered from fields of low contrasts. 
L~. Paint and finish on walls, floors, and equipment 
have non-glossy reflecting surfaces. 
5* 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Provision is made for safe and easy regulation 
of both natural and artificial lighting . 
Ceilings have a reflective factor of at least 
eighty-five percent. 
\•falls have a reflective factor of sixty percent. 
Hainscot and trim have a reflective factor of 
forty to sixty percent. 
Desks and floors have a reflective factor between 
thirty and forty percent. 
Chalkboards have a reflective factor of not less 
t~an twenty percent. 
Illumination is surveyed periodically to ascertain 
light intensity, distribution, and visual comfort. 
The level of illumination in the gymna s i urn is 
least 20 foot candles. 
The level of illumination in the shovrer rooms 
at least 5 foot candles. 
The level of illumination in the corridors is 
least 5 foot candles. 
The level of illumination in the toilets and 
lavatories is at least 5 foot candles. 
at 
is 
at 
16. The level of illumination in the storage rooms 
is at least 3 foot candles. 
( ) 17. The level of illumination in the lunchroom and 
kitchen is at least 10-15 foot candles. 
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1 8 . The level of illumination in the auditorium and 
stage is at least 10-15 foot candles. 
19. The level of illumina tion in the classrooms is 
at least 20-25 foot candles. 
20. The level of illumination in t h e staff offices 
is at least 20-25 foot candles. 
21. Auditorium and stage lights are equipped vii th 
suitable controls. 
22. Emergency lighting is provided in the auditorium, 
lunchroom, and gymnasium to allow egress in 
event of el~ctric power failure. 
23. Electrical outlets . are provided in all rooms. 
24. Luminaires are designed for easy of cleaning . 
Evaluations 
( ) a. How adequate are the provlslons for illumination? 
{ ) b. How effectively are the provisions controlled 
to assure proper lighting? 
Comments 
B. Temoerature and Ventilation 
·' 
Checklist 
( ) 1. The heating plant is adequate to give uniform 
temp erature throughout the building of seventy 
degrees with outside temperature of 10° below 
lowes t recent record. 
2. Temperature is controlled by thermostats. 
J., Fuel is used which gives steady, even heat. 
Lr• Provision is made for disposal of a shes or 
waste without crea ting dust. 
5. Positive circulation of fresh air is available 
in all parts of the building. 
6. There are no objectionable drafts. 
7. Provision i s made for adjusting humidity v'Ti thin 
the building. 
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( ) g. Provision is made so that certain rooms in the 
building (e. g ., auditorium, arts and crafts, 
lunchroom) may be heated without heating the 
others. 
9. The heating system-is checked periodically by 
proper authorities. 
10. The heating facilities can be readily expanded 
to meet needs of additions to the building. 
11. The heating ~lant is maintained in clean, orderly 
condition. 
12. 
13. 
Evaluations 
( 
( ) 
( ) 
a. Hovv adequate are the equipment and facilities 
for maintaining proper temperature? 
b. Hmv adequately is prope r temperature maintained ? 
c. How adequate are equipment and facilities for 
maintaining the proper circulation of air? 
d. How adequa tely is the proper condition of air 
maintained? 
Comments 
C. \Vater and Sanitation 
1. Toilet and lavatory facilities are provided 
for both women and men faculty members . 
( ) 2o Toilet and lavatory facilities provided for 
both girls and boys are adequate in number, 
location, types of fixtures, and in sanitary 
qualities. 
3o Kindergarten and early elementary classrooms 
have toilet rooms equipped with a l avatory . 
4o Toilet facilities are provided for the custodial 
staff. 
5o There are toilet and lavatory facilities near 
lunchroom, auditorium , gymnasium, and playground. 
6. There are extra hand washing facilities near 
the lunchroom. 
Cornments 
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Evalua tions 
a. Ho"\'r adequate are the precautions against damage 
by fire? 
b. How well does the custodial staff keep the 
bui lding clean? 
C on:L'nents 
IV. Classrooms 
Checklist 
1. Each classroom has at least 30 square feet of 
floor s pace exclusive of wardrobes and closets. 
2. Each classroom has space and equipment for 
handicraft work . 
3. Each classroom has space and equipment for library . 
) 4. Each classroom has space and equipment for science. 
) 5. Each classroom is provided with Kork tables 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
and with suitable seating adjusted to eac h pupil. 
Furniture in the classroom is movable. 
Cubicles a re adequate and individua l for the 
storage of pupil's books, pencils , and work 
materials. 
Ea ch teacher has a work table or desk. 
Storage s pace is adequate for materials and 
supplies. 
Children's wraps are stored in suitable, ven-
tilated locker or wardrobe facilities. 
Each room is provided with 16-20 lineal feet 
of chal kboard. 
Adequate display board is provided. 
The display board is at eye level of the pupils. 
The window sills are above eye level of the 
seated pupils. 
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15. Each classroom has its o1~m entrance from the 
outside. 
16. 
17. 
18 . 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
( ) 2 4~ 
Each room ha s the eauivalent of a four drawer 
legal size file. " 
Each room ha s a clock. 
Classroom furniture is in goo d condition. 
Classroom furniture is conducive to healthful 
postur e. 
Classroom has t eacher's locker with hanger and 
shelf. 
Facilities for use of audio and visua l aids are 
provided. 
Each classroom ha s a sink and running hot and 
cold '!JITa ter. 
Ea ch classroom is provided with a drinking 
fount ain. 
Equipment is provided. (Check ) 
counter of proper height 
---sink 
hot and cold water 
- --
- - -
soap and paper towel dispensers 
___ hot pl a tes 
clay bin 
- - -work t able 
- --work bench with vise 
hand tools 
---
_ _  wood storage rack 
easels 
---adjustable shelves 
---dral.ve rs 
- - -
_ _ cupboar ds 
Evalu a tions 
How satisfactory is the size of classrooms in 
terms of the size of class sections? 
How ade qua t e is the classroom equipment? 
How ade qua te are the provisions for health of 
pupils in the classrooms? 
To \vha t ex tent do the cla ssrooms suggest 
desirable aesthetic standards to pupils? 
How ad equate is the storage area? 
Hm'r ade quate is the equipment for the develop-
mental needs of the children? 
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Checklist 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
) 7. 
) 8. 
9. 
10. 
V. Special Rooms and Servic es 
A. Arts and Crafts 
The arts and crafts activities are conducted in a 
room planned and organized for arts and crafts work. 
The room meets cowmunity needs for creative 
activities at all ages. 
Facilities are available to make adequate lighting 
possible under all conditions. 
A darkroom is available. 
Adequate storage facilities are available fo r 
materials and supplies. 
Storage facilities are available for pupil 
materials and work projects. 
Brushed and paints are safely stored. 
Hot and cold water and washing facilities are 
provided. 
Adequate display s pace is provided. 
There is outside a cces s to t he room for su~~er 
programs and community use. 
The following are provided: 
11. Adjustable-top desks or dra·wing surfaces . 
12. Easels. 
13. Workbenches. 
14. A movable platform for demonstrations. 
15. Ha.nd tools for construction activities . 
16 . Equipment for mani pula ting soft metal s . 
17. Equipment for working in wood and plastics. 
18. A press for making prints. 
19. A ceramic kiln. 
( 20 . A potter's 1--vheel. 
( 21 . Damp clos ets and clay bins. 
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·" 
22 . Photo graPhic equi pment. 
23. Show cases. 
24. Gas and electric outlets. 
Evaluations 
a . To what extent does the arts and crafts room 
provide facilities for carrying on a variety of 
arts and crafts activities? 
b. How adequate are the li ghting facilities? 
c . How adequate is the equiument to meet enrollment 
and curiicular needs? - -
d . How adequat e are the storage facilities? 
e. How well do the pupils use the phys ica l 
facilities? 
Comments 
B. Auditorium 
Checklist 
) 
) 
) 
( 
( 
1. The auditorium is located on the ground floor. 
2 . The auditorium is provided vvith adequate 
entrances from both i nside and outside the school 
building . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
The auditorium is provided with aisles of suffi-
cient vridth and number. 
A sufficient number of well marked exits is 
provided. 
Seating capacity is provided pri mari ly to meet 
needs of children . 
Auditorium is available for ~:mblic use. 
Some seats are of proper size to fit primary 
grade children . 
The auditorium seats no more than 300 children . 
The depth of the stage is not less than 25 feet. 
The width of the pro s cenium is at l east 36 feet. 
The auditorium is well arranged for visibility. 
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I -'iiiiJ 
12. Acoustic~ are satisfactory. 
13. The stag e is provided with fire resistant curtains. 
14. · The auditorium may be darkened for motion picutres . 
15. Storage facilities are available for stage 
properties . 
16. Dressing rooms are adjacent to the stage. 
17. Dressing rooms are equipped with lavatories. 
18. The auditorium and stage facilities are properly 
maintained. 
19. A p iano is provided . 
( 20~ The auditorium promotes instructional use. 
( 21 . 
22 . 
Evaluations 
a . How adequately does the auditori~~ provide for 
school needs? 
b. How adequat ely does the auditorium provide for 
community needs? 
c. Kindergarten 
Checklist 
( 
( 
1. There are at least fifty square feet of s pace for 
each child exclusive of storag e, vv-ardrobe, vvorkroom. 
2. The room has a south and ea st exposure. 
3. Area for a work alcove is provided . 
4. A toilet is provided. 
5. A cloakroom is provided. 
6. The kindergarten has tis ovm entrance . 
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( ) 7. A storage room opening out of the room is 
provided for play equipment and materials 
i nfrequently used. 
8. Adequate outside play area with a hard surface 
and restricted to kindergarten use is provided. 
9. There are open cubicl es of appropriate height for 
equipment and ma teri als easily accessible to the 
children. 
10. There is a properly e quipped library a.rea . 
11. Movable tables and a chair fit eac h child (tables 
preferably seat two to four children). 
12. Twelve to sixteen feet of chalkboard is provided . 
) 13. Display a rea is provided . 
) 14. Sufficient display a rea i s at eye level of the 
children . 
15. The floor is adequately heated . 
16 . Equi pment is provided. (Check ) 
counter of proper height 
---sink 
hot and cold water 
---soap and paper towel dispensers 
--~. hot plates 
- --cl ay bin 
- - ·-work table 
----'~Hork bench with vise 
hand tools 
---wood storage rack 
--- easels 
---
adjustable shelves 
drawers 
---
---
cupboards 
17. Equipment in item number 16 is within easy reach 
of the children. 
1 8 . The kindergarten meets classroom standards 
concerning heat , li ght, and ventilation. 
19 . Viall outlets a r e provided. 
20 . 
) 21 . 
) 22. 
' ; ~ Utl!V.r. rsrt~ 
School of EducatiOn 
\:; : . ,~. 4Jbla!1f - . 
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Evaluations 
a . Hmv adequate is the location of the kindergarten 
room in meeting the needs of the pupils? 
( b ~ How adequate is the size of the room? 
( c. How adequate is the equipment for the develop-
mental needs of the children? 
Comments 
D. Library 
Checklist 
The library area 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
) 4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Is large enough to provide good reading and 
s tudy conditions. 
Has a floor covering conducive to quietness 
but easily maintained. 
Is attractively decorated . 
Is provided with tables and chairs of suitable 
size. 
Has a workroom for t he librarian . 
Has a charging desk. 
Has a sufficient amount of shelving. 
Has shelving not more than five feet high . 
Has a bulletin board . 
Has an adequate amount of display area . 
Includes pro perly equipped card catalog cases. 
I s centrally located . 
Has storage facilities for library materi als 
and SU1)pli es. 
Has magazine shelving . 
Has newspaper racks . 
Is equipped vvith a noiseless typewriter. 
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17. Has storage and filing equipment for audio-
visual aids . 
1 8 . Is suited for community use. 
19. Has an adj oining conference ro om for such use 
as small group meetings and testing . 
20 . 
( 21. 
( 22. 
Evaluations 
( ) a. Ho·w adequate is the area and location of library? 
( ) b . How ade quate is the library equipment? 
C om.ments 
E. Lunchroom and Kitchen 
Checklist 
( ) 1. The seating capacity of the l unchroom is suffi -
cient to allow adequate ti~e for eating with 
no ~ore than two shifts. 
( ) 2. The lunchroom is designed so that it can be 
used for other purposes (e. g ., scout meetings, 
parents clubs). 
3. Abundant natural lighting is provided. 
4. The lunchroom is located on or above grade level. 
5. The lunchroom is free from traffic congestion 
resulting from pupils passing to and from the 
lunchroom. 
6. The lunchroom encourages pupi l cooperation in 
maintaining healthful eating conditions. 
( 7. Odors are pronerly vented from the kitchen. 
( 8. The lunchroom ventilation is adequate. 
9. The table tops and the floor are impervious to 
liquids and are cleaned between shifts. 
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( 
( 
10. 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19 . 
20 . 
21 . 
) 22. 
23 . 
24 . 
25 . 
26 . 
27. 
) 28 . 
The dishes and silver are attractive and sani tary. 
Service lanes are planned to facilitate the flow 
of traffic within the lunchroom. 
There is an adequate supply of drinking water 
conveniently accessible to the dining area . 
A wholesome and sanitary environment is provided 
for children who bring their own l unch . 
The lunchroom is attractively decorated . 
The kitchen is provided with adequate cooking 
equipment. 
The dining area can be separat ed from the 
cooking and serving areas. 
The utensils are sanitary. 
Garbage disposal is adequate . 
Adequate dr y storage space is provi ded . 
Ad equate cold storage space is provided. 
Storage facilities are maintai ned at the proper 
temperature. 
Storage facilities are sanitary and vermin proof . 
Receptacles are provided for disposal of lunch 
papers and refuse. 
Dressing room facilities for the kitchen 
personnel are provided . 
Toilet facilities for the kitchen personnel are 
provided. 
Evaluati ons 
a . How adequate are the space and equipment provi-
sions for pre~aring meals? 
b . How satisfactory are the sanitary conditions in 
the kitchen and the lunchroom? 
c . How adequate are the provisions for serving 
meal s to the children? 
d . How good is the general appearance of t he 
lunchroom and kitchen? 
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Comments 
Checklist 
( 
( 
( 
( 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
) 6. 
) 7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12 .. 
) 13. 
) 14. 
F. Medical and Health 
Space is provided for use by the doctor and the 
nurse. 
Space is provided for use by the dentist. 
A dental chair is provided . 
First aid equipment is provided. 
Equipment necessary for physical check-up of 
children is available. 
Files for health ·and medica l records are provided. 
A card index is provided . 
A sink with hot and cold \\rater is provided . 
Toilet facilities are provided as part of the 
medical and health facilities. 
The space adj oins staff offices. 
Cots are provided. 
Eval ua ti ons 
( ) a . How ade quate is the s pace for the medical staff? 
( ) b . How adequate is the equipment for the medical 
staff? 
Comments 
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G. Music 
Checklis t 
1. The r oom sati s fi es all classroom standards . 
2 . The music room is loca ted conveni ent to the 
stage and to a direct exit. 
3 . Th e room is so soundpr oofed that it does not 
interfere with th e conduct of other cl ass es . 
4. Provision i s made to meet individual pr a ctice 
re quirements. 
5. Storage f aciliti es for equipment and materi a ls 
are :o rovid ed . 
6. A piano is provided . 
7. 
8. 
Evaluations 
( ) a . How adequa te is t he mus ic room for choral mu s ic? 
( ) b. Ho1'1 ad equa te i s the mus ic room for instrumental 
. ? 
mUSlC. 
Comr.1ents 
H. Office and Staff 
Ch ecklist 
1 . Th e administrative offices are centrally lo ca ted 
near t he main entrance convenient to t he public. 
2 . The clerk 's area is loca ted to contr ol t he waiting 
room and t he entrance t o the Principal's office. 
3. The clerk ' s area is provided with offic e equi pment. 
4. A l avatory and toilet adj oins t h e admini strative 
offic e . 
5. Storerooms for office supplies and materials 
are conveniently loca ted. 
6 . Fireproof vault is provided for s t oring permanent 
records . 
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) 7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
1 5. 
16. 
Hai l and bulletin facilities are provided for the 
educational staff , preferably in the main office. 
The administrative head has a private office 
with separate entrance to corridor. 
Storage room for books is provided. 
Storage room for books is adequate. 
Storage room for supplies and materials is 
provided. 
Space and equipment are provided for teachers ' 
workroom. 
A lounge is provided for both men and vmmen 
teachers. 
Space is provided for a professional library . 
Evaluati ons 
( ) a. How adequate are the administra tive offic es? 
Comments 
I . Physi cal Education Facilities 
Checklist 
1. The facilities are designed first for school us e 
and second for community use. 
2 . The outdoor play areas provide spac e for conducting 
a modern program of outdoor physical educ a t ion 
activiti es for various age groups. 
3. The outdoor facilities are readily accessible . 
4. The outdoor play area is suitable surfa ced , 
graded , drained , and enclosed. 
( ) 5. The outdoor pl ay area i s . free from obstructions 
and safety hazards . 
( ~ ) ' 6. Tne outdoor pl ay a rea is i aij out for a variety 
of a ctivities. 
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) 
) 
) 
7. A gymnasium is provided of sufficient size to 
accommodate desirable class sizes . 
8 . 
9. 
10 . 
11. 
12 . 
13 . 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
1 8 . 
19 . 
20. 
21 . 
22 . 
23 . 
24 . 
25 . 
26. 
The height from the floor to the nearest over-
head obstruction i s at least t wenty feet . 
Provision is made for seating facilities in the 
bymnasium . 
Lamps and window areas are covered with pro-
tective screens . 
The gymnasium floor is marked f or a variety of 
games. 
Flooring is made of suitable materials and 
satisfactorily finished . 
Provisions are made for proper entrance and 
exit facilities to all physical education areas. 
Safety mea sures throughout the indoor area are 
adequately pl anned and provided. 
Instructor's offices are provided . 
Sanitary toilets and lavatori es are provid ed 
fo r girls. 
Sanitary toilets and lavatories are provided 
for boys. 
Sanita r y toilets and lavatories are provided 
for the public . 
Sanitary drinking facilities are provided . 
Apparatus for gymnasium activities is provided. 
Equipment for a variety of games is provided . 
Facilities and equipment for corrective work is 
provided. 
Accessible storage s pace of sufficient size is 
provided. 
A cha lkboard is provided . 
A bulletin board is provided . 
First aid equi pment and supplies a re 9rovided . 
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( ) 27. Well equi pp ed lock er rooms and shower a r eas for 
boys and for girl s a re provided . (Check fac i-
liti es lis ted below.) 
Lockers, wi t h locks , sufficient to meet 
---
enrollment n eeds . 
---
At l eas t one shov.rer head for every five 
pupils in the larges t class section . 
---
Hot and cold water with t emperat ure c ontrols. 
Floor s cons t ruct ed to f acilita te mai ntenance 
- --of sanitar y conditions . 
___ Lock er and shower f a cilities f or visiting 
teams . 
___ .S oap and towels . 
Benches in loc ker room aisl es . 
---. I'firrors. 
---
) 2S. Covered outdoor bicyc l e racks are provided . 
) 29 . 
30 . 
31. 
Evaluations 
a . How adequate are t he outdoor phys ica l educa tion 
fac ili t ies? 
b . How adequate a r e t he indoor phys ica l educat ion 
f acilities ? 
c . How adequate is the quantity of equi pment for 
physical educat ion? 
d. How adequate is the quality of equinment for 
physic al educat ion? 
e. How adequate a re the provi s i ons for health a nd 
sanita tion? 
Comments 
VI. Specia l Characteristics of School Pl ant 
1 . \'That are t he best elements or cha racteristics of t he 
s chool plant? 
a. 
b . 
c . 
2 . In wha t respects is the school plant least ade qua te 
or in the greatest need of improvement? 
a . 
b . 
c . 
3 . In what respects has the sch ool pl ant been i mproved 
within the last two y ears? 
a . 
b . 
c . 
4. ~fuat i mnrovement s in the s chool plant are now being 
made or a r e defini t ely pl a nned for t he i minedi .s. te 
future? 
a . 
b . 
c . 
5. What ca refully conducted studies has the school made 
or is now n1aking of its m,m problems rela ted t o t he 
school vlant? 
a . 
b . 
c. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGES TIONS FOR USI NG THE CRITERIA 
1.. :f\1ethods for Using the Instrur.1ent 
The suggested procedures presented below have been 
tried out and found successful by those who have used the 
Evaluative Criteria published for secondary schools . 1 / 
The entire school staff, both prof es sional and non-
professional, should parti cipate in the self-evaluation . 
Lay peopl e such as pupils, parents, and boa rd memb ers may 
be represented . A steering committee should be appointed 
to organize the evaluation. Two committees should be 
appointed--one t o study "Pupil Popul a tion and School 
Com.munity;n the other, "Educational Needs of Children"--
to form a basis for evaluation of the school . The staff 
members should then be organized i nto subject area committees 
and major section committees. Teachers may serve on 
committees in areas other than the ones in which they are 
teaching . A staff member may serve on both a subject area 
a nd a major section committee . Members doing the self-
evalua tion should add checklist items if the list seems 
not complete, and they should add information under 
"Comments" if it is desirable. Careful attention should 
be given to "Special Characteristics of the School Plant" 
1/ Evaluative Criteria, Cooperative Study of Secondary-
School Standards, lfTashi ngton 6, D.C., 1950 , pp . 1-14. 
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\nih ich enable the identification of strengths and ,.veaknesses 
of this part of the educ a tional program. This section has 
been found helpful to administra tors and to a visiting 
com.mittee when a complete evaluation is made . At the 
close of t h e self-evaluation the co~~ittee should r eport 
results to the entire school staff. A visiting committee, 
including such p ersonnel as teachers , administra tors, con-
sultants and members of college staffs , and the sta te 
department of education, should check and report on the 
s elf-evaluation ratings made by the s chool s taff . 
2 . Value s to be Derived from Using the Instrument 
The school staff , school boa rd, and lay groups can 
use t he instrument to determine the effectivenes s of 
the uresent school plant in rela tion to the obj ectives 
of the educational program and community n eeds. It 
should prove helpful in indicating areas to improve 
effici ency of operation and to provide for an effective 
educational environment . It should also prove helpful 
in enabling a school boa r d to make long-range pl ans 
wh en the expenditure of l a r ge sums of money have been 
jus tified as a result of the evaluation . 
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APPE DIX 
FIRST ~RAF T OF P1ATERI ALS 
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THE SCHOOL PLANT 
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS 
I. The Site 
A. Location 
B. Physical Characteristics 
II. The Building 
III. Building Services 
A. Illumination 
B. Temperature and Ventilation 
C. V'Ja ter and Sanitation 
D. Miscellaneous 
IV. Classrooms 
V. Special Rooms and Services 
A. Arts and Crafts 
B. Auditorium 
C. Kindergarten 
D. Library 
E. Lunchroom and Kitchen 
F. Medical and Health 
G. Music 
H. Office and Staff 
I. Physical Education 
VI. Special Characteristics of the School Plant 
NAME OF ~CHOOL ............................. DATE .•.••••••• 
Checklists and evaluations completed by: 
........... " . •· ... .... .............................. . 
. . . .. .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -... •· ...................... . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • ! • • • • ~ • 
(Experimental copy: not to be reproduced) 
) 10. H3s fire hydrants which a r e easily a cc essible. 
) 11. HAs suffici ent slope for natural drainage. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
E>r:1 lua tions 
( ) a . How a cc essible is the site to the pupil popula tion? 
( ) b. How s a tisfRctory aro the ac cident s a f egua rds? 
( ) c. To what ext €nt docs the site promote h ealth? 
( ) d. How s 2tisfac tory a r e th e educ a tional and cultura l 
influenc es of the environment? 
Comments 
B. Physical Cha r a cteristics 
Ch::;cklist 
The site 
( ) l. Is l a rge enough to mee t the indoor a nd tho outdoor 
educ at iona l and r e creationa l n eeds of the children and 
the adults of the community. 
2. Is l a rge enough to allow for futuro expansion. 
3. I ~ clude s pa r king ar ea s of suffici ent size to s e rve 
school and community r equirements. 
( ) 4. Is landsc nood for aesthetic and s a f ety conside r a tions 
(e .g. wa l ks and drives well s epa r a t ed and s ervic e 
entr~nc e s nlanned for minimum confusion and danger). 
5. Is mainta ined in good condition and appearance. 
6. Enc oura ges pupil cooperation in care and upk eep. 
7. Ha s suffici ent vege tation to r educ e temper a ture , h eat 
loss, a nd dust. 
8. Is planned so tha t playground nois es interfe r e rela tively 
littl e with c l a ssroom a ctiviti es. 
9. H~ s part of playground ha rdsurfa c8d if clima tic condi-
tions mak e it no c cs s ~ ry. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
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5. 
Eva luntions 
a . How ext ensive is the sit E:; in t erms of the numb er of 
pupil s enroll e d? 
b. To wha t ext ent doe s the site provide for fu t ure building 
. ? CXPClnSlOn . 
c. How a de qua t ely do es the sit e provid e for educ ational 
Cl ctivities? 
d. How sa tisf~ ctory a r e the school grounds? 
II. Th e Building 
c:hccklist 
1. The pla cement of the building provides for effici ent us e 
of th e tota l school a r eCl . 
2. The building is one story i n he i ght. 
J. The building is pl ann ed for futur o ex pansion n eeds. 
~. The building ha s a minimum of non-instructional s pa c e . 
5. The a r chit ec ture a chi eves l Cls ting beauty without undue 
expense . 
6. The style of a rc hitectur e ha r monizes with that of other 
buildings in the community. 
7. The building is construc t ed of dura bl e , fir e r esistant 
mo. t eri a ls. 
8. The building ha s a pl a in, dura bl e roof with ad equa t e 
dov-.mspouts ~nd gutt ers. 
9. Entranc es and exits a r e a rranged to permit effici ent us e 
of P~rts of the building by the public. 
10. All exit doors a r e equipped with s a f ety be rs. 
11. All exits are ade qua t e ly ma rk ed. 
12. Construction a nd in s t a ll Cl tions meet r equirements of 
district building cod es. 
) 13. Th e building d esign is fl exibl e to allow interior 
r e- a rrangement tha t will p ermit futur e changes in 
educa tional progruos. 
14. The building is de signed for e conomy in op e ration and 
maint enanc e . 
( ) 15. Corridors a r o · fr ee from dead ends, obstructions, and 
pock ets. 
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6. 
16. Floor materials are fire resistant. 
17. The building is acoustically treated. 
18. The heating plant has a direct outside entrance. 
19. The heating plant room is fire proof. 
1 20. Corridor walls allow for displays. 
21. Interior materials and workmanship contribute to an 
attractive annearance. 
22. Colors of the ceiling, walls, trim, and floors contribute 
to an attractive aopearance. 
23. The general appearance of the interior of the building 
encourages oupil cooperation in maintenance. 
24 . The general aopearance of the exterior of the building 
encourages punil cooperation in maintenance. 
2 5. 
26 . 
27. 
:::>. aluations 
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I ) 
a . 
b. 
c . 
How attractive is the exterior appearance of the building? 
How satisfactory is the interior appearance of the building? 
How adequate are the corridors? 
) d. 
\ ) e . 
f. 
r_· CJn~ments 
Che cklist 
How adequate are the exits? 
To what extent does the building provide for health and 
safety? 
How satisfactorily is the school plant arranged to permit 
community use of facilities? 
III. Building Services 
A. Illumination 
1. Light in the classrooms and other instructional areas 
is adequate in quantity. 
( ) 2. The lighting is such that children can work in comfort 
facing in any direction in any room. 
' ) 
7. 
3. Light in the classrooms and other instructional areas 
is delivered in a field of limited contrasts. 
4. Pa int and finish on walls, floors, and equipment ha ve 
non-glossy r efl ec ting surfa c es. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
Provision is made for s a f e and easy r egulation of 
lighting. 
Ceilings hav e a r el ective factor of a t l east e ighty-five 
oercent . 
~'~al ls ha vE: a r efl ective f ac tor of sixty percent . 
Wa inscot and trim h uve a r efl ective factor of forty to 
sixty perc ent. 
Desk s and floors ha ve a r efl t:: ctive f a ctor betwecn thirty 
a nd forty perc ent. 
Ch8lkboards have a r efl ective factor of not l ess than 
twenty perc ent. 
Illurnina tior. is surveyed periodi cally to a sc ert c1in light 
inten s ity. 
Th e gymnasium is adequat ely light ed. 
Shower rooms a r u adequa t ely light ed. 
The corridors a r c adc~ua t cly li ght ed. 
Toilet s a nd l a va torie s a r e ad equa t ely lighted. 
Ptorage rooms a r e adequa t e ly lighted. 
The lunchroom and the kitchen are adequa t ely light ed. 
Auditorium a nd stage :> re <:. d EJ qu-"l tely lighted. 
Auditorium and sta ge lights are equi pped with suita bl e 
controls. 
St pff offic es a r e a dequat ely lighted. 
Emergency lighting is provided. 
f. l ectrical outl ets arc provided in all rooms. 
EvAluations 
( ) a . How adequate a r c the prov1s1ons for illumina tiort? 
( ) b. How effectively a re the provisions controlled to assure 
proper lighting? 
Cormnents 
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8. 
B. Tempera ture and Ventila tion 
Ch ecklist 
( ) 1. The h eating 0l nnt is adequa t e to give uniform t emp er a ture 
throughout the building of seventy degrees with outside 
temuer a ture of zero or below zero. 
! ) 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Th2 heating pla nt hRs adeqw~.te th ermostatic control. 
Fuel is used which gives steady, even h~a t. 
Provision is mc'ld e for disp os .::t l of ashes or wo. ste without 
cre£:ting dust. 
Th er e is suffi ci ent circula tion of fr esh air to r ea ch the 
limits of the building. 
Ther e a r e no obj e ctionabl e dra fts. 
Provision is m.:-J.de for adjusting humi dity within the 
building. 
Provisi un i.::; m:ld c so 'ch( t ce r t<lin roon13 in t,he building 
( e . g ., auditorium, Hrts and craf t s ) l unchroom) may b e 
hea t ed without heating th e others. 
9~ Th e h ec:t ting sys tem i s check ed periodically by proper 
(! Uthori t i es. 
10. Th e hea ting f aciliti0s c ?c n be r e2dilly expanded to meet 
increel s ed building needs. 
11. The heating plant is m2inta ine d in clenn, orderly 
condition. 
12. 
13. 
a . How rldequa t e a r e the equipm ent a nd f acilities for 
ma inta ining prop er t emp er a ture ? 
b. How ~de qunt ely is proper t emper a ture mc inta ine d? 
c. How adequa t e a r c equipment a nd f a cilities for mainta ining 
the nroper circula tion of a ir? 
d. How ad cqu~ t ely is the prope r condition of a ir ma inta ined? 
C omrr~ ents 
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9. 
C. :'!a ter and Sani t a ti on 
l. Th ere are toil e t and l a va tory facilities for women faculty 
memb ers. 
? 
...... Th er o are toilet and lava tory facilities for m8n faculty 
members. 
! ) 3. Toil e t and lava tory facilities a r e provided for girls. 
4. Toil et and l avatory faciliti es a re provided for boys. 
, ) 5. Kindergarten cmd lower grade classrooms have two toilet 
rooms each equippe d with on e stool and a l nva tory. 
$. Toile t f ac ilities are provided for the custodial staff. 
' ) 7. The r e a r c toilet and l a va tory f aci lities near lunchroom, 
auditorium, gymna sium , and pl ayground. 
8. Ther E: are extra hand wa s hing f a cilities n ea r th e lunch-
rJom. 
9. Toil e t f acilities a re availa ble with each shm:1er or 
locke r room. 
) 10. Toil e t rooms and extra washing f aciliti es a r o provided 
with both hot and cold water. 
' ) 11. Toil et and extra washing facilities a re provided with 
soap , hand drying equipment, and toilet tissue. 
12. Toil et and l a va tory equipment is made of imp ervious 
rna t cri als, contributing to s :mi t a ry conditions. 
1 ) 13. Toil e t and l a va tory equipment is kept in good repair. 
14. Mirrors are provided in rooms conta ining lava tori es. 
15. Entrances and windows of toilet rooms are shi elded to 
insure privGcy. 
16. Pupils cooperate in the care of toilet and l 2vatory 
f aciliti es. 
17. Sanita ry drinking founta ins a r e provided in sufficient 
numb e r and distributed to meet needs of the pupils. 
18. Drinking fount Gins are m2intained in a sanita ry condition. 
19. The drinking 'I·'V'Cl t cr is t csted periodically. 
20. 
21. 
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10. 
Eva luations 
a . How adequate are the toilet faciliti e s to meet enrollment 
needs? 
b. How convenient and sanita ry are the drinking founta ins? 
c, How adequately are s anita tion f a ciliti es mainta ined? 
D. Mi scellaneous Building Servic es 
1. The building is regul 3 rly inspect ed a s H pre caution 
aga inst explosion. 
2. Th e insta llation of a ll e l ectric conduits and w1r1ng 
has been inspe ct ed and c0rtifi ed by a public inspector. 
). Fire extinguish ers a re loc a t ed in a ccordance with 
standa rd s set up by th e Na tional Boa rd of Fire 
Und erwrit e rs. 
4. Fire extinguishers a r e r egula rly inspect ed and refilled 
periodicc:::lly . 
5. Fire gongs a nd alarms a r e in good working order. 
6 . l.•!.:t stepapcr and trash a r e disposed of in a s a tisfac tory 
m,:::l nner . 
7, Adequa t e storage sp8ce for custodia l suppli es is provid ed. 
8. Adequ0t e custodia l e quipment is a vailable. 
' ) 9. vro r kroom nnd dressing room f aciliti es e1 r e provided for 
the custodia l staff. 
1 0 . Furna ce rooms a nd a r ea s having fir e ha za rds arc controll ed 
by ~ sprinkler syst em . 
11. Storage r ec eptacles for fu el a r e a de qua t e . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Eva lua tions 
a . How ad euq a t e a r e th e precautions aga inst dama ge by fire? 
b. How well does the custodia l staff keep the building clean? 
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11 . 
Comments 
IV. Classrooms 
Checklist 
) 
) 
1 . Ea ch classroom ha s 700-800 sq. ft . of floor space exclusive 
of \v<=trdrob es n.nd clos ets . 
2 . Each cl a ssroom has an area and equipment for handicraft 
work . 
3 . Each cla ssroom has a n 2r ea 2nd equi pment for libr ary. 
4 . E<'ch cla.ssroom h2.s a n a r ea and equipment for science . 
5. Each cl ass r oom is provided with t 0blcs a nd chairs adjusted 
to each pupil . 
6 . Furniture i n th~ cla ssroom is movnble . 
7. The t abl es have no storage spa ce so tha t · they may be 
"nested" e:c;sily. 
8. Cubicl es are adequ8te for the storage of pupils' books , 
pencils, and work ma t eri a ls. 
9 . Ea ch t ea che r ha s a work t abl e or d esk . 
10 . Storage spa ce is adequate for materials and suppli es . 
11. Children ' s wraps are stored in a cloakroom or a wa rdrob e . 
12 . Each room is pr ovided \'lfi th adequat e chalkboard. 
l}. Ade qua te display boa rd is provided . 
1~ . The displ ay board is a t eye l evel of th e pupils . 
15 . The window sills nre above eye level of the s ea ted pupils . 
16 . Each primary grade cla ssroom has its own entrance from 
the outside play area . 
17 . Each room ha s a built- in four drawer l egal sizG fi l e . 
18. Ea ch room ha s a clock . 
19. Classroom furniture is in c;ood conditi on. 
20 . Classroom furnitu r e is conducive to hea lthful posture . 
12. 
21. Classroom has a built-in teacher's closet with hanger 
and shelf. 
22 . Faciliti es for use of audio and visual a ids are provided. 
23. A pi a no is provided. 
a . How s a tisfac tory is the size of cla ssrooms in terms of th e 
size of c l a ss s ections: 
bo How adequat e is th e cla ssroom equipment? 
c. How a dequa t e 2r c the pr0visi ons f or health of pupils in 
t he cl J. s s rooms ? 
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d. To \\rhat 2xt ent do th e cla ssrooms sug'(;est desir .::.ble .::.. esthetic 
st ~mdaris t o nupils? 
e . How a d e ~1n t e i s - th e storage ~rea ? 
:: .•nments 
V. Specia l Rooms and Servic es 
A. Arts a nd Crafts 
1. Th e a rts and cr afts activiti e s are conducted in a room 
pl~nne d and orgnnized for arts and cra fts work. 
2. Th f~ r oom meets c ommunity ne c;;ds for cree.. tiv e: o..ctiviti es 
a t e..ll ngcs . 
3. F3ciliti c s a r c availa bl e t o ma ke a de qua t e lighting 
oossibl e under a ll c onditi ons. 
4. A da rkroom is a va ila bl e . 
5. Ad eo ua t e stor c..re f a ciliti e s a r e ava ila bl e f or ma t e rials 
a nd sup1)li e s. 
6. Stor age f aciliti e s 2r e availa ble f or pupil m~terials and 
work proj ects. 
7. Brushe s and nninte a r e s a f el y stored. 
8. Ho t and c0ld VJ<: t er ,-:;.nd ivc:lshing fac i liti e s a r c provided. 
9 . Ade qunt e displ ~y spa ce is provided. 
1 0 . The r e is out sii'--' a ccess to the ro om for sumi:le r prot:;r ams 
a nd community us e . 
13 . 
Th e followin g are provided: 
11. Ad jus t able-top desks or drawing surfaces• 
12. Easels . 
13. Workbenches. 
14. A movable pla~form for demonstrations~ 
15. Hand tools fo~ construct~on activi ties . 
' 
i 16. Equipmen t for Manipulating soft metals . 
17. Equi pment for working in wood and plastics . 
1 8 . A press ~or m~king prints. 
1 9 . A ceramic kiln. 
20 . A potter ·· s whe el . 
I I 21 . Damp clos ets a nd clay bins. 
22. Photogra )hic equi pment . 
23 . Shov: cas es . 
' ) 24 . Gas and elec t r ic outlets. 
T~ :ral ua ti ons 
a . To hJha t extent does the arts and crafts room nrovide 
facilities for carrying on a va riety of arts and crafts 
activities? 
b. How adequate are the lighting fac ilities ? 
c . Hmv adequate i s t he equipment to meet enr ollment and 
curricular needs? 
d. How adequate are the storage facilities? 
e. Bow well do t he pupils use the phys ical faci li ties? 
eo 
14. 
B. Auditorium 
Checklist 
' ) l. The auditorium is located on the ground floor. 
I ) 
) 
) 
I \ 
' 
} 
2. Th e auditori1m is provided with adequate entrances £rom 
both inside and outside the school building. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
/ 
o. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
1 2 . 
13. 
14. 
The auditorium is provided with aisles of sufficient 
width and number. 
A suffici ent number of well marked exit s is provided. 
Seating capacity is provided to meet reasonabl e comn1unity 
and educational requirements. 
Some s eats are of proper size to fit primary grade 
children . 
The stage is of suffici ent size to mee t needs of the 
pupil activity program . 
The auditorium is well arranged f or visibility. 
Acoustics are satisfactory . 
The stage is provid ed with fire r esistant curtains. 
The auditorium may be darkened for motion pictures. 
Storage facilities a r e availabl e for stage properti es. 
Dressing rooms a r e ad jac ent to th e staged 
Dressing rooms are equipped with l a va to r i es. 
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15. The aud itorium and stage faciliti es a r e properly ma intained . 
16. A piano is pr ovided . 
I ) 17. 
Ev2 lua tions 
a . How ad equat el y does the audi toriu1n provide for school and 
community n eeds ? 
Comments 
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15. 
C. Kind er garten 
Checklist 
1. Th er e is at l east fifty square f eet of space for each child. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
' 
) 5. 
) 6. 
7. 
I ) 8~ 
9. 
\ ) 10. 
11 , 
12. 
' ) 13. 
\ 14. 
' 
} 
15. 
16 . 
Th e room has a south and east exposure. 
Ar ea for a work room is provided:· 
A toile t off the cloa kroom is provided. 
A cloakroom is provided. 
There is an outside entra nc e into the cloakroom. 
A storage room opening out of the room is provided for 
play equipment and ma t eri a ls infrequently used. 
Ad equa t e outsid e play area with a ha r d surfa ce is provided. 
Th ere arc open shelves of a ppropriate he i ght for equipment 
a nd materials easily a ccessibl e to the children. 
Th er e is a properly equipped libra r y a r ea . 
Movable t abl e s 2nd chairs fit ea ch child (tabl es pr8f erably 
s er:1 t two to four children). 
Cha lk area is provided. 
Dis pl ay area is provided. 
Sufficient display a r en is at ey e l evel of th e children. 
Th e floor is adequa t e l y h eated. 
Equipment is provided. (Check) 
count er of prope r h eight 
---sink 
hot and cold wa ter 
---
---
soap and paper towel dispensers 
___ hot pl a t ;3s 
clay bin 
---work t a blE: 
work bench wi th vis e 
---hand tools 
wood storage r a ck 
---e:::.. s els 
----adjus t ablC; s h .-:;1 ves 
drawers 
---
___ cupboa rds 
( ) 17. Equipment in item number 16 is within easy r each of the 
children. 
16. 
1 ) lg. Th e kindergarten me ets classroom standards conc~rning 
heat, light, and ventilation. 
19. Electric outl ets are provided . 
20. 
21. 
,~•ral ua ti ons 
a. How adequa t e is the location of the kindergarten room in 
meeting the needs of the pupils? 
b~ How adequate is the size of the room? 
c. How adequate is th e equipment for thE developmental n eeds 
of the children? 
Comments 
D. Libra ry 
Checklist 
The library area 
1. Is lQrge enough to provide good r~ading and study conditions , 
2. Has a floor covering conducive to qui e tness but easily 
maintained. 
3. Is attractively decorat ed. 
4. Is provided with tables and chairs of suitable size . 
5. Has a workroom for the librarian. 
6. Has a cha r ging desk . 
7. Hns a sufficient amount of shelving. 
$. Ha s shelving for children not more than six f eet high. 
9. Ha s a bull etin board. 
10 . Has an adequate amount of displa y a r ea . 
11. Includes a properly equipped card catal og ca s es, properly 
equip~e d. 
12. Is c entrally loca t ed. 
17. 
13. Has storage facilities for library materials and supplies. 
14. Has magazine shelving. 
15. Has newspaper racks. 
) 16. Is equipped with a noiseless typewriter. 
) 17. Ha s storage and filing equipment for audio-visual aids. 
18. Is suited for community use. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
~valuations 
: ) a. How adequate is the area and location of library? 
) b. Hov.; adequate is the library equipment : 
C c.rn.ments 
E. Lunchroom and Kitchen 
vi'. ecklist 
l. The seating capacity of the lunchroom is sufficient to allow 
adequate time for eating without excessjve number of shifts, 
2. The lunchroom is designed so that it can b9 used for other 
purposes (e.g., scout meetings, parents clubs). 
3. Abundant natural lighting is provided. 
4. The lunchroom is located at ground level. 
5. The lunchroom is free from traffic congestion resulting 
from pupils passing to and from the lunchroom. 
6. Pupils help in maintaining healthful eating conditions. 
7. Undesirable odors are properly vented from the kitchen. 
8. The lunchroom ventilation is adequate. 
9. The table tops and the floor are cleaned between shifts. 
10. The dishes and silver are attractive and sanitary. 
18. 
11. A wholesome and sanitary environment is provided for 
children who bring their own lunch. 
12. The lunchroom is attractively decorated. 
13. The kitchen is provided with adequate cooking equipment. 
14. The utensils are sanitary. 
15. Garbage disnosal is adequate. 
16. Adequate storage space is provided. 
17. Storage facilities are sanitary. 
' 18. Storage facilities are maintained at the proper temperature . 
19. Receptacles are provided for disposal of lunch papers and 
refuse. 
20. Dressing room facilities for the kitc hen personnel are 
provided. 
21~ 
Evaluations 
2 . How adequate are the space and equipment provisions for 
preparing meals? 
b. How s a tisfactory are the sanitary conditions in the 
kitchen and the lunchroom? 
c. How adequate are the p rovisions for s e rving meals to the 
children? 
F. Medical and Health 
Che ct list 
l. Space is provided for use by the doctor and the nurse. 
2. Space is provided for use by the dentist. 
3. First aid equipm ent is provided. 
4. Equipment n e cessary for physical check-up of children 
is available. 
5. Files for health and medical records a re provided. 
19. 
6. A card index is provided. 
7. A sink with hot and cold water is provided. 
8. Toil e t facilities are provided as part of the medical 
and health facilities. 
9. The space is readily accessible. 
10. 
ll. 
"Svaluations 
( } a. How 2deoua t e is the space for the medical staff? 
( ) b. How ade~uatG is the equipment for the medical staff? 
Comments 
G. Iv1usic 
Checklist 
l. The room satisfies all classroom standards. 
2. The music room is located as far as possible from regular 
clc=tssrooms. 
3. The room is so soundproofed that it does not interfere 
with the conduct of other classes. 
4. Provision is made to meet individual practice requirements. 
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5. Storage facilities for equipment and mat erials are provided. 
6. A piano is nrovided. 
7. 
Evaluat ion 
( ) a . How adequa te is the music room? 
Comment,s 
20. 
H. Office and Staff 
Ch ecklist 
1. The administrative offices are conveniently loca ted. 
2. The cl erk's room is loc a t ed to cont rol the waiting room 
and the entranc e to the Principal's offic e . 
3. The clerk's room is provid ed with office equipment. 
4. An inter-cow~unic ation system is provided. 
5. A signa l for a fire a l a rm or emergenc y signal is provided. 
6. A t el 8phonG is provided in the ma in offic e with extensions 
to othe r administrative offic es. 
7. A l a va tory adjoins the administrative office. 
8? 
8. Storerooms for offic e suppli es and ma t eri als are conveni ently 
loca t ed. 
9. Fireproof vaults are provided for storing permanent r ecords, 
10 . ~ail and bull etin f ac ilities are provided for the educational 
staff, pref er ably in the ma in offic e . 
11~ The administra tive head has a priva t e offi ce . 
12. Stora ge room for books is provid ed. 
13. Stora ge room for books i s adequa t e . 
14. Th e book room is equi pne d with a troll ey. 
15. Storage room for suppli es a nd ma t eri a ls i s provid ed. 
16, Spa ce and equi pment is provided for dupli cating . 
17 . 
I ) 18. 
Evalua~ions 
( ) a. How adequa t e a r e the a dministrative offic es? 
0ornrnents 
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21. 
I. Physical Education Facilities 
Checklist 
) 
I ) 
1. The facilities are designed for community as well as 
school use. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16, 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
The outdoor play nrea provides space for conducting 
a modern program of outdoor physical education activities. 
The outdoor facilities are readily accessib!s. 
The outdoor play area is suitably surfaced, graded, 
drained, and enclosed. 
The outdoor play area is free from obstructions and 
safety hnzards. 
The outdoor play area is laid out for a variety of activities . 
A gymnasium is provided of suffici ent size to accommodate 
existing class sizes. 
The height from th0 floor to the nearest overhead obstruc-
tion is at l eas t twenty feet. 
Provision is made for sea ting facilities in the gymn~sium. 
Lamps a nd window areas are covered with protective screens. 
The gymnasium floor is m~rked for a variety of games. 
Flooring is made of suitable materi als and satisfactorily 
finished. 
Provisions are made for proper entrance and exit facilities 
to all physical education areas . 
~afety measures throughout the indoor are~ are adequately 
planned and provided 
Instructors' offices are provided . 
Sanitary toilets and lava tori es a re provided for girls. 
Sanitary toilets and lavatories are provided for boys. 
Sanitary drinking facilities are provided. 
Apparatus for gymn~sium activiti es is prcvided. 
Equipment for a variety of games is provided. 
Facilities and equipment for corrective work is provided. 
( 
( ) 
) 
22. 
23. 
24. 
2 5. 
26 •. 
22. 
Accessible storage space of sufficient size is provided. 
A chalkboa rd is provided. 
A bull etin board is provided. 
First aid equipment and supplies are provided. 
Nell equipped locker rooms and shower arens for boys and 
for girls are provided. (Check faciliti es listed b elow~) 
Lockers, with locks, sufficient to mee t enrollment n eed ·:: 
---
___ At least one shower hea d for every five pupils in the 
l a rgest class section. 
---~Hot 2nd cold water with temperature controls. 
Floors constructed to f a cilitate maintena nce of 
---sanitary conditions. 
---
Lock er and shower f acilitie s for visiting t eams. 
____ Soap and towels. 
Benches in locke r room aisles. 
---. 
"fl'lirrors. 
---
27 •. Outdoor bicycl e r a cks are provided. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
Evalu:1 tions 
) 2 ~ How a dequa t e are the outdoor physical educ a tion facilities? 
) b. How a dequa te are tho indoo r physical education facilities? 
) c. How adequate is th e quantity of equipment for physical 
educa tion? 
d. How adequate is the qua lity of equipment for physica l 
education? 
e. How adequate a re th e provisions for health a nd s anita tion? 
Comments 
VI. Special Cha racteristics of School Plant 
l. Wha t nre the best elements or characteristics of the school 
plant? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Fleischer, Joseph and Hoffman, A~J., nA New 
Approach to School Lighting, " Illuminating 
Engineering
6
s ociety, April, 1936, Vol, XXXI , 
No . 4, p . h • 
Hamon, Ray 1., nplanning the Elementary School 
Plant of Tomorrow," The 2ch6ol Executive, 
Vol, 163, No. 10, June, 1944, P. 51. 
Hookvvay, Ray , n A Simple Means for I mproving 
Visibility in School, 11 School l\ranagement , 
June, 1937, Vol. 6, No. 10, p . 281. 
Nichols, John E .. , "Planning Small Town and Rural 
S ch~ols, " Ch~_ldhood Education, 22 : 6, February, 
l 94o , p . 299. 
IV. Unpublished Materials 
Baker, J ames F. and Etzel, G.F., "Evaluative 
Criteria Results," Boston University School 
of Education. 
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